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bstract

A potential cycling test was conducted to evaluate the effect of carbon support treatment on the stability of Pt/C electrocatalysts. The FTIR
pectra show that after oxidative treatments, the carbon support became rich in oxygen-containing functional groups. Oxidative treatments of

he carbon support increase the interaction between the metal particle and the support, resulting in an improved electrochemical stability of Pt/C
atalysts. The Pt/C catalyst prepared from the H2O2-treated carbon support exhibits a higher stability than that prepared from the HNO3-treated
arbon support.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Low-temperature fuel cells including polymer electrolyte
uel cells (PEFCs) and direct alcohol fuel cells (DAFCs) are
romising power sources due to their advantages such as high
nergy efficiency, good portability and ambient operating con-
itions [1–4]. Pt-based metal catalysts are widely used as
lectrocatalysts in low-temperature fuel cells. The nano-sized
etal particles are unstable under the electrochemical stress.
uring long-term operations, metal particles agglomerate grad-
ally, resulting in catalytic activity losses [5,6]. For supported
etal catalysts, the interaction between the metal particle and

he support is a dominant factor influencing the sintering process
f the metal particles. Wu et al. [7] observed that the Pt–support
nteraction was stronger in Pt-SWNTs catalysts than in Pt-XC-
2 and Pt-MWNT catalysts. Yu et al.’s results [8] show that
he H2SO4–HNO3 treatment produces functional groups on the

urface of carbon nanotubes and these surface functional groups
rovide active sites for interaction with metal precursors. The
xidative treatment of the support is considered to be a useful
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ethod for increasing the interaction between the metal par-
icle and the carbon support. In this work, the carbon support
as treated with H2O2 and HNO3, and the potential cycling test
as conducted to evaluate the electrochemical stabilities of Pt/C

atalysts.
The potential cycling test is widely used to rapidly eval-

ate the stability of electrocatalysts [9–11]. In this work, the
otential cycling test was conducted within the potential range
f 0.6–1.05 V, which is a typical potential range of the cath-
de in low-temperature fuel cells. Electrochemical and physical
haracterizations were carried out before and after the potential
ycling test.

. Experimental

.1. Support treatment and catalyst preparation

A commercial carbon black (Vulcan XC-72, Cabot Corp.)
as treated with H2O2 and HNO3, respectively. For the H2O2

reatment, the carbon black was refluxed in 10 wt.% H2O2 solu-

ion at 105 ◦C for 3 h, and for the HNO3 treatment, the carbon
lack was refluxed in 65 wt.% HNO3 solutions at 120 ◦C for 3 h.
reated carbon blacks were filtered and washed with deionized
ater, and then they were dried at 110 ◦C in an oven for 12 h.

mailto:cwm222@163.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.02.005
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the direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC), and the Pt/C catalyst that
had undergone the potential cycling test served as the cathode.
The single cell was reassembled and the discharge test of the
DMFC was conducted at the temperature of 75 ◦C. The anode
ig. 1. FTIR spectra of carbon supports. (a) untreated Vulcan XC-72; (b) H2O2-
reated Vulcan XC-72; (c) HNO3-treated Vulcan XC-72.

The Pt/C catalyst was prepared using an ethylene glycol
eduction method [12]. The Pt content was 40 wt.%. The Pt/C
atalyst prepared from the H2O2-treated carbon support and that
repared from the HNO3-treated carbon support were labeled as
t/Vulcan-O and Pt/Vulcan-N, respectively. The Pt/C catalyst
repared from untreated support was labeled as Pt/Vulcan.

.2. Potential cycling test

The potential cycling test was conducted in a single cell
ith an active cross-sectional area of 4 cm2. A commercial
olymer electrolyte membrane (Nafion® 117, DuPont Corp.)
as used as the solid electrolyte. The Pt/C catalyst was mixed
ith 5 wt.% Nafion® ionomer solution (EW = 1100, DuPont
orp.) ultrasonically and brushed onto one side of the membrane
ith the Pt loading of 1 mg cm−2 and served as the work-

ng electrode. A commercial Pt black (HiSPEC1000, Johnson
atthey Corp.) was mixed with 5 wt.% Nafion® ionomer solu-

ion (EW = 1100, DuPont Corp.) and brushed onto the other side
f the membrane and served as the counter/reference electrode.
he potential cycling test was conducted within the poten-

ial range of 0.6–1.05 V, with the scan rate of 20 mV s−1. The
emperature was 60 ◦C. The CV curves were recorded by a
otentiostat/galvanostat (EG&G Model 273A). The working

lectrode was fed with degassed deionized water with the flow
ate of 1 ml min−1. The counter/reference electrode was fed
ith 0.1 MPa humidified hydrogen gas with the flow rate of
0 ml min−1 and designated as a dynamic hydrogen electrode

able 1
CA values and mean particle sizes of Pt/C catalysts before and after the poten-

ial cycling test

lectrocatalysts ECA (m2 g−1 Pt) Mean particle size (nm)

Before test After test Before test After test

t/Vulcan 56.8 34.9 2.5 5.9
t/Vulcan-O 56.0 38.4 2.6 4.6
t/Vulcan-N 54.1 37.4 3.0 4.8 F

2

ources 180 (2008) 199–204

DHE). During the potential cycling test, the CV curves were
ecorded periodically.

After the potential cycling test, the single cell was disassem-
led. The Pt black was replaced by a commercial PtRu/C catalyst
HiSPEC 7000, Johnson Matthey Corp.) with the Pt loading of
.33 mg cm−2. The electrode preparation method was the same
s described above. The PtRu/C catalyst served as the anode of
ig. 2. CV curves of Pt/C catalysts during the potential cycling test. 60 ◦C,
0 mV s−1: (a) Pt/Vulcan; (b) Pt/Vulcan-O; (c) Pt/Vulcan-N.
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as fed with 1 mol l−1 methanol solution with the flow rate of
ml min−1, and the cathode was fed with 0.2 MPa oxygen with

he flow rate of 200 ml min−1.

.3. Characterization

The FTIR spectra of carbon supports were collected on a
icolet Avatar-370 equipped with a DTGS detector and a ZnSe

rystal (45◦ angle) as attenuated total reflection (ATR) acces-
ory. ATR mode was adopted to obtain the spectra of carbon
upports. All spectra were collected with Omnic 6.1a software.
ransmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were
arried out using a JEOL JEM-2000EX microscope operating
t 120 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were per-
ormed on a Rigaku X-3000 X-ray diffractometer using Cu
� radiation with a Ni filter. The tube voltage was main-

ained at 40 kV, and tube current at 100 mA. The 2θ angular

egion between 20◦ and 85◦ was explored at a scan rate of
◦ min−1, with the resolution of 0.02◦. The Pt (2 2 0) peak
63–73◦) was scanned at 1◦ min−1 to obtain the catalyst particle
izes.

c
d
e
i

ig. 3. TEM images of Pt/C catalysts. (a) Pt/Vulcan before potential cycling; (b) Pt/V
t/Vulcan after potential cycling; (e) Pt/Vulcan-O after potential cycling; (f) Pt/Vulca
ources 180 (2008) 199–204 201

. Results and discussion

The FTIR spectra of carbon supports obtained before and
fter oxidative treatments are shown in Fig. 1. The bands at 1150
nd 1046 cm−1 corresponding to the C–O stretching vibration
ncreased after oxidative treatments of the carbon support, as
hown in (b) and (c), especially in (b). On the other hand, the
722 cm−1 band corresponding to the stretching vibration of
arboxyl groups and the 1570 cm−1 band corresponding to the
onoradical structures of C O increased considerably after the
NO3 treatment, as shown in (c). It seems that the H2O2 treat-
ent makes the support surface rich in weak acid groups, while

he HNO3 treatment makes the support surface rich in both weak
cid groups and strong acid groups. This result is in accordance
ith the results reported by other groups [13,14].
During the potential cycling test, CV curves were recorded

eriodically, as shown in Fig. 2. With the increase of the scan

ycle number, the hydrogen adsorption/desorption peak area
eclines monotonously. Pt/Vulcan-O (b) and Pt/Vulcan-N (c)
xhibit higher stabilities than Pt/Vulcan (a). The electrochem-
cal area (ECA) value of Pt/C catalysts was calculated from

ulcan-O before potential cycling; (c) Pt/Vulcan-N before potential cycling; (d)
n-N after potential cycling.
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Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of Pt/C catalysts before and after the potential
cycling test. (a) Pt/Vulcan; (b) Pt/Vulcan-O; (c) Pt/Vulcan-N. The insets are
P
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he integrated area of the hydrogen-desorption peak, supposing
n average value (210 �C cm−2) for the charge associated with
onolayer formation of hydrogen atoms on a polycrystalline

latinum surface. The ECA values obtained before and after
he potential cycling test are listed in Table 1. It is clearly seen
hat the ECA losses of Pt/Vulcan-O and Pt/Vulcan-N are much
ower than that of Pt/Vulcan. Obviously, the electrochemical
tabilities of Pt/Vulcan-O and Pt/Vulcan-N are higher than that
f Pt/Vulcan, and Pt/Vulcan-O has the highest electrochemical
tability.

TEM images of Pt/C catalysts before and after the potential
ycling test are shown in Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that the particle
ize of the as-prepared Pt/Vulcan-N (c) is larger than that of the
s-prepared Pt/Vulcan (a) and Pt/Vulcan-O (b). This difference
ay be ascribed to the low-surface area value of the HNO3-

reated carbon support. Aksoylu et al.’s result [15] shows that
he HNO3 oxidation leads to a decrease in the micropore volume
f the carbon support. Gómez de la Fuente et al. [16] found
hat the HNO3 treatment yields to a significant reduction of the
ET area. After the potential cycling test, the Pt particle size

ncreased remarkably, implying a severe agglomeration of Pt
articles under the electrochemical stress. The Pt particles are
maller in Pt/Vulcan-O (e) and Pt/Vulcan-N (f) than in Pt/Vulcan
d).

X-ray diffraction patterns of Pt/C catalysts before and after
he potential cycling test are shown in Fig. 4. Diffraction peaks
ocated at 2θ value of 39.8, 46.1, 67.5 and 81.4◦ are ascribed
o the facecentered cubic (fcc) facets of Pt(1 1 1), Pt(2 0 0),
t(2 2 0) and Pt(3 1 1), respectively. The Pt(2 2 0) peak was
elected to calculate the mean particle sizes of catalyst par-
icles because it is isolated from the diffraction peaks of the
arbon support and the Nafion® polymer electrolyte. The mean
article size was calculated according to Scherrer’s formula
17]:

= 0.9λkα1

B2θ cos θmax
(1)

here λkα1 is the wavelength of X-ray (1.5418 Å), θmax the angle
t the peak maximum, and B2θ is the width (rad) of the peak at
alf height.

From the insets of Fig. 4, it is clearly seen that after the
otential cycling test, the width of the Pt(2 2 0) diffraction
eak decreased noticeably, indicating a drastic agglomeration
f Pt particles. Table 1 listed particle size values of Pt/C cat-
lysts before and after the potential cycling test. Evidently,
he sintering rates of Pt/Vulcan-O and Pt/Vulcan-N were lower
han that of Pt/Vulcan during the test. This result implies
hat the electrochemical stability of Pt/C catalysts is closely
elated to the interaction between the metal particle and the
upport surface, and high electrochemical stabilities might be
chieved by the surface treatment of the support. It is notice-
ble that the stability of Pt/Vulcan-O is higher than that of

t/Vulcan-N. This difference may be attributed to different
unctional groups on the H2O2-treated and HNO3-treated car-
on supports. Aksoylu et al.’s results [18] show that compared
ith strong acid groups, weak acid groups increase the inter-

a
p

t

t(2 2 0) peaks.

ction between the metal particle and the support surface
ore efficiently. So the higher stability of Pt/Vulcan-O than
t/Vulcan-N might be ascribed to the high density of weak
cid groups on the surface of the H O -treated carbon sup-
2 2
ort.

The degradation of nano-sized Pt-based catalysts under
he electrochemical stress has been widely studied recently
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Fig. 5. Polarization curves of the DMFC single cell. 75 ◦C; anode: 1 mol l−1

methanol solution; cathode: 0.2 MPa O2. Cathode catalysts: (a) Pt/Vulcan
before potential cycling; (b) Pt/Vulcan-O before potential cycling; (c)
Pt/Vulcan-N before potential cycling; (d) Pt/Vulcan after potential cycling;
(
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e) Pt/Vulcan-O after potential cycling; (f) Pt/Vulcan-N after potential
ycling.

10,19–23]. For supported metal catalysts, the interaction
etween the metal particle and the support is of great importance
o the electrochemical stability. Shao et al. [24,25] investigated
he durability of carbon black-supported Pt (Pt/C) and multi-
alled carbon nanotubes supported Pt (Pt/CNTs) catalysts using

n accelerated durability test, and found that Pt particles in
t/CNTs present a higher sintering resistance than in Pt/C. The
igh stability of Pt/CNTs is attributed to the specific interaction
etween Pt and the support. Prado-Burguete et al. [26] studied
he effect of oxygen surface groups of the support on the thermal
tability of Pt/C catalysts. The results show that the resistance to
intering is a function of the number of oxygen surface groups of
he support. They found that the ease of migration of Pt particles
s significantly less for carbon containing oxygen surface groups,
nd the carbon–platinum interaction is important in restricting
he migration of Pt and thus hindering the sintering. Hull et
l. [27] investigated the interaction between the Pt nanoparticle
nd the functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotube with XPS,
XAFS and ATR-IR, and found that the Pt nanoparticles bind

o the CNTs via bonding with ester and carbonyl O atoms in
he form of COO(Pt) and C( O)CO(Pt). So it might be con-
luded that the sintering rate of supported catalysts strongly
epends on the interaction between the metal particle and the
upport.

The polarization curves of the DMFC are shown in Fig. 5.
t is seen that after the potential cycling test, the cell perfor-
ance declined noticeably, and Pt/Vulcan-O and Pt/Vulcan-N

isplayed higher stabilities than Pt/Vulcan. This result is in
ccordance with the TEM and XRD results.
. Conclusions

The agglomeration of the Pt/C catalysts was hindered to
ome extent by oxidative treatments of the carbon support. A

[

[

ources 180 (2008) 199–204 203

easonable explanation is that the oxidative treatments make
he support surface rich in functional groups, and these func-
ional groups increase the interaction between the metal particle
nd the support. The HNO3 treatment normally produces both
eak acid groups and strong acid groups on the support surface,
hile the H2O2 treatment primarily produces weak acid groups,
hich strongly increase the interaction between the metal par-

icle and the support. It is suggested that treating the carbon
upport with less acidic oxidizers such as H2O2 is a useful
ethod for improving the stability of carbon-supported metal

atalysts.
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